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Abstract
© SGEM2018. Development of information and computer technology is a factor in increased use
of statistical methods in all  sphere of action (geology, geophysics, ecology, astronomy and
many others). Regression analysis (RA) is widely used in the prediction and assessment of
model parameters. For many years the ordinary least squares estimation method (LSE, OLS), a
computational  scheme  of  RA,  and  its  generalizations  are  widely  used  in  practice.  The
disadvantage of the classical scheme of RA, is that with the compliance LSE assumptions, are
not verified, in consequence condition which the model can fail to match observations. Most
authors of books on regression analysis are inclined to believe that it is necessary to check
execution the conditions of RA and in case of breach of the use of alternative computational
schemes. In the present paper an approach of the additive regression model, based on special
software and provided for the automatic operation model, verification of compliance with the
assumptions of RA – LSE and adaptation in the case of violations, is presented. The method of
joint solution of the LSE estimation in violation of the assumptions about the normality of error
distribution  and the  independence of  the  covariates  (the  absence of  multicollinearity)  are
proposed.  Estimation  methods  that  take  into  account  the  existence  of  «grave  error»  and
allowing at the same time accurately enough to determine the parameter estimates are called
robust or stable. Develop sustainable methods of estimating was motivated to improve existing
schemes LSE so that emissions have the least  possible impact on the final  results  of  the
evaluation. A large loss of efficiency LSE – count occurs in the presence of even a small fraction
of large emissions. In such situations it is necessary to use robust estimation methods that
significantly reduce the harmful effects of high emissions estimate and to obtain an acceptable
final  assessment required parameters.  If  the condition is violated the independence of the
covariates, there is a serious problem common to many methods of estimation. To solve this
problem is currently used methods of «Ridge regression» and «Regularization». The study our
aims  to  improve  the  accuracy  of  estimating  the  model  parameters  and  prognosis  in  the
presence of multicollinearity and outliers on the basis of sustainable ridge estimation. Based on
the goals, accomplish three tasks: a) the synthesis algorithm of the method of sustainable ridge
estimation, adapted together to marked disturbances; b) the software implementation of the
new method; c) the testing the program on empirical data.
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